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A female biz prof??

SUPER ON

(NOSEXIT)
Construction crews have begun to dismantle the Peters Building in order to make way for a new
parking lot for staff and faculty. Students will still have to park In the lots by Fairway Mall.

BY

PIC

New parking lot for Laurier
by V. P. Scarlett
Today Dr. Tayler's office made
public plans to demolish the F.C.
Peters Building in order to provide
better parking facilities for the
university Physical Plant and
Planning staff, better known as the
"janitors".
When asked why the new
building, home to thousands of
nesting Business students, was no
longer.seen as a necessary part of the
Laurier campus, Dr. Tayler replied,
"Heck those guys have gotta put
their mopeds somewhere. The Peters
Building looked OK for a while but
we're a progressive university-gotta
keep ahead of the game and it looks
like parking lots are where it's at. We
already got it in the Laurier film
anyway."
The parking lot is going to be
called the N.H. Tayler Parking Lot
named after a notable figure on
campus. "It will be a deep indigo,
almost black in colour, with straight
canary or schoolbus yellow lines
designating the areas where the
mopeds are to be parked. We're
positive on the layout and now we
just have to make up our minds
about the colours. John and I are
torn over the canary yellow andPete
wants to branch out into either baby

blue or fuchsia pink", said Dr
Tayler.

Tenders have been submitted to
destroy the building. Dr. Tayler tells

by Frizz
WLU's Business School is
marking International Women's
Year a little late.
A decision made by the Senate
Thursday night means WLU will
have a female lecturer in Business in
the person of Dr. Pat Jamieson.
"We're glad to have those
screaming feminists off our backs"
was the comment of one high
administration official. "Now that
we've hired a woman, they can't say
they're being discriminated
against".
One Senator, who preferred not to
be identified, said he believed that
many Senators had not been aware
that Dr. Jamieson was in fact a
woman. "A lot of those old geezers
haven't seen a woman in so many
years they've forgotten what one
looks like". The source continued by
explaining that many Senators are
only allowed off the geriatric wards
of Sunnydale Nursing Home every
ten years to go to Senate meetings.
One Business prof, whose name
could not be confirmed but started

with Me-, scoffed at the idea of
Senators being unaware they had
just hired a woman. "Those old boys
knew what they were doing all right.
They just weren't sure of Miss
Jamieson's qualifications offsetting
the fact that she is a woman."
Dr. Jamieson has three
doctorates, one of which is an
honourary degree from WLU. She
has been chief lecturer in Marketing
at the London School of Economics
and guest lecturer in Industrial
Relations at Harvard Business
School. For the past ten years, she
was Marketing Promoter at
McDonald's.
don't know about the rest of
the faculty, but I'd be willing to let
her in on the probation," Mc said.
"It's going to be a problem" was
Director of Physical Plant and Planning's Wes Robinson's comment.
*We*ll have to put a woman's
washroom in the Peters Building".
Robinson said that facilities would
be set up in the Atrium for the
convenience of Dr. Jamieson.
"We're exploring offers from PorteSan and Johnny-on-the-Spot".

us that a group of Arts students has
been chosen from the tenderers to
take the building apart brick by
brick.

Chandeliers and crystal
by Jean-Guy Brideau
a
recent
meeting of the School
In

of Business and Economics, plans
were finalized for a new Private
Dining Lounge for executive
members of the faculty.
Commenting on the new facility,
Dean of Business Dr. M. Stewart
stated that in addition to eight Boda
chandeliers and the Tasmanian rugs,
the new Restaurant/Club/Commuter Lounge will feature taped
recordings of French 101 lectures.
Explaining the reasons for the tapes,
Dr. Stewart further stated that there
was a need to instruct profs in
French. Apparently, since English
did not seem a sufficiently
understood language witnin tne
faculty, a substitute language was
deemed necessary.
Dr. Trevor Crick, having just
recently received his doctorate and
thereby gained eligibility to use the
new facility, said he felt'that a dining

room like this could "greatly aid in
developing my and other profs'
prestige on campus". He merrily
mentioned that he would be
pushing hard to see that shelves and
shelves of textbooks would be
available in the room, "We like
books you know, lots and lots of

'em".
When Prof. Glen Carroll was
asked whether or not he felt that the
new area would be at all in
competition with Wilf's, he
cautiously replied "there are no silly
French tapes in Wilt's".
Many of the other faculty
members declined comment on the
new lounge, as the final membership
list for the room had not, as of yet,
been completed.
Millie Reiner, in Food Services,
also was reluctant to talk about the
proposed menu and prices for the
new "club". She did, however, say
that "after several trips to Ottawa"
she has many new ideas in mind.
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Pat Is the Cord Mascot. It Is a requirement of the Cord's
incorporation to have her picture published In the Cord at least
once a year. "That's alot of bull."
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Whimperings

Spring

Some

Tom Waits put it best when he sang
of benefits of bachelorhood.

This warning is written for the
benefit of all innocent, unsuspecting
and unattached guys. BEWARE!
Spring is upon us. With the season
comes extreme dangers to both your
lifestyle and independence.

"I'm gonna sleep in till the
crack of noon,
Midnights howlin' at the
moon.
Spend my evenings drinkin,
coming home when I please,
No need to ask permission ifI
wanna go out fishin',
Never have to ask for the
keys."

you are doubly on guard
Unless you
and
and in control of yourself, you will
that
prey to that
undoubtedly fall prey
his
weaselly-winged cretin with his
who II
bows and arrows. You know who
mean.

Indeed. Does a fish need a bicycle?
ol
lapse of
A mere moment's lapse
oops, never
up Is the pope Polish?
concentration and you could end up
concentration
mind
that
one.
all
ovei
over
gushing
twinkly eyed
eyed and gushing
the place.
place. So watch it!
Before delving into
into the effects
effect!
Gentlemen, the obligations and
headaches which a relationship
which the coup defoudre could have would cause you far outweigh any
upon you, carefully contemplate fleeting moments of happiness
the carefree splendour of your which you might possibly experience.
present situation.
Would you want to give it all up?
Don't find out the hard way.
Not a chance.

—

Mike is this week's Cord Boy. In his spare time Mike likes eating

caterpillars

and pondering the merits of spring.
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THESE PEOPLE
DID NOT REST
ON THEIR
ACADEMIC LAURELS
LEO

BERNICE FIAMELLI

WYNNYCKY)

Dipl.B., RIA
Teaching Master
Faculty of

BA,B.Com.,MBA,

RIA
President
LGW Business

Business
Mohawk

Consultants Ltd.

—

College

JIMSKELTOINI
B.Sc. (Eng),
P.Eng., MBA,
RIA
General

Dipl. 8., RIA
Management
Accountant

Maple Leaf
Monarch

Manager
Peripheral
Systems

Company

Division
Northern Telecom
Canada Limited

VERN WILLIAMS

VINCE BUTLER

BA, RIA
Senior Accounting

Dipl. Ace. RIA
Comptroller
Lundy Steel Division

—

Manager Primary
Steel Operations

of Ivaco Inc.

Stelco Inc.

The Society of Management Accountants of Ontario
154 Main Street East, P.O. Box 176, M.P.O.
Hamilton, Ontario LBN3C3
Toronto: (416) 363-8191
Telephone: (416) 525-4100

For many university and
college graduates the RIA designation can be achieved within as
little as two years of part time
study. (Due to exemptions for
courses already taken). For full
details of the RIA Program, enrollment information etc. complete and mail the form below.
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Ottawa: (613) 238-8405
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Address

.

City

Province

Postal Code

However, you'll offset that cost by
the savings of wear on your shoes,
seeing as your feet will scarcely ever
touch the ground.
Conscious of your appearance?
You'll be so meticulously neat, clean
shaven and proper that even your
friends won'trecognize you. Tucked
in shirt, combed hair don't forget
to wash behind your ears.

Stranger still, the most potentially
annoying or irritating bad news or
setbacks are unlikely to disturb you.
You won't feel even a quarter as
rotten or bitchy as the average
person. That should be illegal
(everyone should be required by law
to feel miserable a certain amount of
the time. It's part of being
Canadian).

. .

Spring can be an excellent season.
The sunshine, and the rebirth of
nature in all its splendour should be
joyously savoured.
The best way of insuring that you
appreciate it to its fullest is to avoid
sigh
forget everything that I
just said.

.
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Petals n Pots
t\o\rYzr shop

65 university eve. east
Waterloo, Ontario n2j 2v9

(519) 885-2180
university square plaza
(behind Tim Hortons Donuts)

10%
FULLTIME

STUDENT DISCOUNT
•applies to all non sale
items everyday
•cash and carry only
• proof of eligibility
we are your closest florist
y
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The Society of Management Accountants of Ontario
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Please send more information on the RIA Study Program.
Name

Still not convinced? Well, if you're
dumb enough to want to play
Romeo, kiss your wallet goodbye.
You and your florist will be on a
first name basis, because you'll be
seeing a lot of each other.

Whistling every inane tune or
jingle which comes on the radio, and
perpetually marked by an ear to ear
grin, you may find yourself a
candidate for the happy house.

There is no doubt that the
combination of an academic
degree or diploma and a professional designation such as the
RIA, is highly valued by employers throughout business, industry
and government.

■*

The brain turns into a marshmallow.
Logic leaves on the next flight out.

Is that any way to spend the best
part of the year?
In addition to being completely
dazed and unaffected by earthly
events and day to day happenings,
your entire countenance will change.

A university or college education
will definitely stand you in good
stead. However if your plans
include a career in management,
then like the people at the left,
you too should look at the benefits of the RIA designation in

'

I

The stupidity which that state- of

mind puts you through is incredible.

—

management accounting.
CHRIS PATERSON

Wahdda ya mean you don't
believe me? If you get lost enough to
to
you
become involved with someone, you
can kiss the whole summer goodbye.
You'll be swept right into a
whirlwind, and there will be snow on
the ground before you know it.
What's worse, you won't even care
care
about all the time you waste.
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come for that personal touch
in your every floral need
For all your spring formals
we have

—

Formal Flowers
Corsages
Boutineers
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The final crunch: common to us all
take theings in stride and cope with
by Larry Deverett
As the school year nears an end the situation.
At WLU there are three
and exams approach all too quickly
types of students who
predominant
find
we
ourselves in a mildly
depressive state. Our visits to Wilfs each have their own style of
and the Turret will be but numbers handling the final crunch.
The wait till later student is
on one hand as final preparation for
exams leaves us with more work common to us all. You see him in the
than we ever realized. Our social and library with books open, pen in
athletic activities will dwindle and hand, concentrating and studying;
gazing intently. His eyes are focused
diminish as the pressure builds.
It seems so often that the last on the girl three rows up. He doesn't
stretch—the final exam Crunch—is have to study "now" anyways;
the biggest pain of the year. All term there'll be plenty of time "later". An
we work like accountants at tax time hour before the exam herealizes that
trying to cope with all of our little he better not put it off any longer.
assignments and quizzes so that by He's the one who always comes to
the end of the year our time could be the exam carrying an open
burden free. How pleasant it would notebook.
The do I know It student is the
be to end the year in enjoyment. But
real
worrier type. He wants that "A"
no, it never happens that way (except
and will study for hours on
badly
on The Brady Bunch. The Crunch
end
in preparing for the exam. After
comes like it always has in the past
his facts cold, he still
he
knows
and the year ends in anxiety as usual.
reviews
and again. He is
again
Well, maybe one day all of that will
but he still
perfectly
prepared
change but for now we must learh to

sideln

heart from
the

an 'A.

The One more Beer student is
actually quite like the "wait till
later". He too is a procrastinator.
Usually he can be found in Wilfs or
at the "Loo".
He means to study but he also
thinks he ought to have just one
more beer to relax him before hitting

the books. Half a dozen Exports
later he can't even see straight and
puts off the studying till tomorrow.
After the exam he is in Wilfs again,
this time he wants to forget the
exam.
Yes, the final crunch brings out the
best in us all: anxiety, boredom,
pressure, frustration. We all have
our own way of going about
preparing but in the end we all find
ourselves in the same position—pen
in hand, tingle in the stomach, and
hearing the proctor say "Begin
writing, you have until two
O'Clock".
Exams really are the best part of
the year, though. When else do we

"Housing has been taking
up 90% of my time".
—Dean

of Students Fred Nichols

have a good excuse for eating every
chip, cheezie and cookie in sight and
cleaning out the refrigerator without
even the slightest feeling of guilt?
When else do we ever get a chance to
challenge our minds into forcing
three dozen stats equations into the
memory? When else can we wear
torn, dilapitated sweatpants to the
library and feel right at home?
Only at exam time
Exams—without them school
would be like prison with no bars.
But as long as they're here you
have to get through them before
you're free.
So to all students (and faculty),
may the brains of a thousand Albert
Einsteins and the persistance of a
hundred Winston Churchills guide
you through this final last stretch.
And for some, may the tactics of a
couple of Richard Nixons help you
pull through.
But to all-Good Luck in the final
crunch.
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DISCOVER
NEILL WYCIK
COLLEGE HOTEL
IN TORONTO
96 Gerrard Street East
MSB IG7

Walking Distance from
Eaton Centre & City Hall

1

Laundromat & Cafe

(416)977-2320

|S about Our Bank's ProfesLJ-^r J sional Graduate Loan Plan.

students going into the practice ot
Medicine, Dentistry, Chiropractic,
Optometry, Law, Architecture,

Chartered Accountancy, Veterinary
It's a special Commerce loan to
Medicine, and many other
help you get your career started. We
professions.
know how important it is to you
So stop in to Our Bank soon.
to have a sound group of financial
We'll welcome you at more
services to meet your professional
other bank
and personal needs. There's a
X„X branches than anyAnd
we can
in Canada.
\JK
Commerce Professional
help you finance
Graduate Loan Plan rANAniANIMP
IAL
for graduating

Roof Deck & Sauna

Rates: $16 to $24
Season: May 14 to Sept 3
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THE VERY WEAKLY
The Very Weakly is published by Slightly Reformed Alcoholics, Druggies and
assorted other deviants who get together every week to practise their deviations. The
opinions expressed by The Cord are independent of everything and everybody except
the stimulii used during that particular week. The Cord never edits nor corrects
spelling except in cases where the words are less than two letters long. In that case we
edit for length. The Cord is a member of some co-operative which gets us good deals.
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Premier Bill Davis and his
Ontario Conservatives romped to an
impressive victory winning 70 seats
and a comfortable majority in last
Thursday's election. Because of the
Cord's fair, evenhanded, and totally
unbiased coverage of the campaign,
the Premier graciously granted us an
exclusive interview. Safely in office
again, Davis is now able to loose up
and be his usual provocative self.

-

-

Cord: Mr. Davis, to what do you
attribute the failure of the other
parties being unable to make any
gains in last week's election?
Davis: That's simple they just
didn't address the issues.

-

Cord: What were the issues?
Davis: Me, the Queen, God,
motherhood

and

the

country.

Cord: In that order?

Davis: Yes.

Cord: Immediately before the
campaign began, you introduced the
I.D.E.A. agency and the 8.1.L.D.
program. Are there any similar
programs presently in the works?
Davis: Yes there are. Three schemes
which come to mind are entitled
P.0.W.E.R., D.Y.N.A.S.T.Y., and
C.Y.N.I.C. The first program
addresses the problem of costly and
unneccesary elections. Let's face it,
they only interrupt the governing
process and accomplish very little.
They are a waste of your time and
mine. In the long run we hope to
"Phase Out Wasteful Election
Reruns". The second program is
aimed at correcting the slanted
image that many still have of the
Conservative Party (even after
almost 40 yeas ofrule). A massive ad
campaign entitled "Dump Your
Nasty Assumptions about Stogy
Tory Yahoos" should do the trick. A
third problem which must be
addressed is thatof verylow levels of
voter awareness. This is why we
propose an education campaign to
be called, "Can You Notice
Innovative Con-jobs?"
Cord: There have been accusations
that you have bought Ontario voters
with their own money. What is your
response to these claims?
Davis: You're just angry because

.. .

you didn't get any of it.
Cord: Well, now that you mention
it, students did get the short end of
the stick. If you want our vote, sir,
you're going to have to pay for it.
Davis: You mean you didn't vote
for me?
Cord: Not exactly
but please sit
down
that's no reason to leave.

.

Cord:

.

Polls indicated very early
that you had the election wrapped
up yet you campaigned rigorously,
sometimes making three or four
stops a day. Were there concerns
that the majority you sought was not
as close at hand as it seemed?
Davis: I wasn't overly concerned.
Actually, I campaigned with so
much fervor because I enjoy
parading into little backwood
towns. I can't think of anything
more enjoyable than kissing snottynosed little brats and having my
hand crushed by over-zealous
farmers.

Cord: The

Conservative Party has
made its committment to nuclear
energy well known. Considering the
ridiculously high costs of plants such
as the Burlington station and the
innumerable dangers, are you going
to stick to this asinine policy?
Davis: You're not one of those
commie-pinko environmentalistsare
you?
Cord: No, actually I just have this
aversion to radiation poisoning.

Cord: Recently,

pressure has been

applied to increase public funding of
separate schools. What is your
position on this issue?
Davis: Let me make one thing
perfectly clear. We have never bent
over backwards to accommodate
frogs, nicks, whaps, spies or
wetbacks before, and are not going
to begin to now.

Cord: Has your attitude towards
French language rights in Ontario
changed?
Davis: I doubt it. Those damn pea
soupers are a genuine pain in the ass.
They really are going too far. You
can't even read the side of a cereal
box without having to get a
dictionary.
Cord:

Are you going to instruct
Attorney General Roy McMurtry to

conduct an inquiry into the police
raids on gay bath houses in
Toronto?
Davis: Listen, as long as I'm
Premier of this province, a bunch of
mealy-mouthed fagots are not going
to take over a whole city.

Cord: During the campaign there
was a rally at which a disgruntled
hospital worker pleaded her case.
Did we noticed a twinge of
compassion on your face?
Davis: No actually it was
indigestion. When you're on the
campaign trail, you're forced to eat
on the run. Sometimesit catches up
with you.
Cord: Your son is a Laurier
student. Does he attend this
university because of its superior
reputation and quality teaching
staff?
Davis: To tell you the truth, I
couldn'tafford to send him to U of T

J

KING BILL

NIGOL INTERVIEWS
by Rick Nigol

M^W.gsy

The Big Cheese
Tenth Avenue Freezon
Agent of Social Change
Albanian Bill
O'Keefe Pimp
Super Mouse
The Cord's Entertainment
This Bud's for You
Produce Manager
pa y
Ass. Produce Manager
Brother can you spare a dime Kirn
The Big Bucks
Breslau Roj
Blackmail Manager
T,n y T,m
Cord's Own Philophile
Don't Call Us, We'll Call You
For a Good Time

or Queen's. Have you checked out
tuition fees lately not to mention
accommodation and books. It's
really getting out of hand.

-

Cord: Did you enjoy your visit to
Laurier last month?
Davis: Yes, it's always a great thrill
to come and visit my good friend
and former WLUSU President,
Mike Brown. He's a fine example of
what the Anthropology Department
is turning out.
Cord: All three parties have stated
that they favour the decriminalization of marijuana. Have you
ever smoked pot, Mr. Davis?
Davis: No, but-1 have done acid. In
fact, during the Federal-Provincial
conference last September when I
suported Trudeau's constitutional
position-I was in the midst of a real
mindblower. I didn't realize that I
agreed with him until I watched the

Cord:

You have made a lot of
promises in this past campaign, Mr.
Davis. Too many, in fact, to list.
Considering the many unfulfilled
promises left over from the 1977
campaign, why should we take you

seriously now?

Davis: It really burns me up when
people constantly dwell on the
negative. That's not what our party
is all about. We concentrate on the
positive, we look to the future and it
looks good. Yes, LIFE IS GOOD
ONTARIO!

Cord: As the party is so forward
looking, are we to assume you are
going to take your new mandate
and get down to business?
Davis: Yes, we are looking ahead.
Right now we are drawing up a
strategy that will get us elected in
1986.

UW library: it's all a commie plot
by Kinky-San

Students using UW library are the
unsuspecting pawns in what is
undoubtedly a leftist infiltration
scheme.
Students leaving the building are
overtly searched by agents posing as
library officials. Although the
"officials" do, on occasion feign an
interest in the due dates of library
materials, students must be aware
that an institution as advanced as
UW doubtless has an electric system
to perform that function. Such a
system could easily be incorporated
in the famed "bar code"system
which is effectively used on a few, if
not several library materials, some,
(bordering on most) of the time.
The agent/officials have been
observed unabashedly sporting
RED blazers with startling
frequency. Also noted has been the
conspirational conversations held
between pairs of the men
throughout the day and questions
have arisen as to why more than one
person is posted at the doors.
UW administration has made no
move to check the operation,
evidence that infiltration may have
already reached that level.
The exact nature of the operation

is uncertain,

link

although rumours of a

to the gay liberation
organization, promoting contact

between these men and the male
student body, are believed false.
Connections have also been made
to a series of incidents in nearby
Waterloo park in which students
have been subjected to remarkably
similar forms of harassment and
invasion of personal property.
Students who must use UW
library are advised to avoid eye
contact with the agents and to report

any suspicious electronic devices,
propaganda, or the colour red
appearing on anything which has
been frisked by the organization. It
is also suggested that small
handbags be carried, as these are
apparently not functional for the
organization.

Meanwhile UW students are
being permitted to use facilities at
WLU although some Waterloo
students have expressed strange
fears of being attacked by the
swinging gate here at Laurier.

New party service
by Grimmer's Daughter
Need a quick way to make money?
Well, "Big Bob's Bouncers" are
looking for hefty fellows to rent
themselves out for parties.
How did this service start? Big
Bob the Bouncer said thatit was due
to the increasing "borrowing"
taking place at local parties. "Of
course these visitors are allowed to
help themselves to food, booze,
appliances and cosmetics, but we
just want to make sure it is
distributed fairly among the guests"
he explained.

When asked if maybe all this
"borrowing" should not take place,
Bob replied "well, it's the owner's
generosity. When they have a party,
of course they expect everyone to
take their food, clothes, etc. I mean,
it's only fair!
What are the most unique items
stolen at parties? According to Bob,
almost everything is taken: toasters,
shampoo, telephones, chairs.
So if you are having an open
party, give Bob and his buddies a
call to make sure your belongings
are given out fairly!

LITTER
Oh No, Mr. Bill! Dearest Pierre,
Dear Editor:
I've cancelled my subscription to
the Cord. Your standards have
slipped to unbelievably low levels.
Your preported interview with me
was a slanderous piece of
journalism.lt was based on
comments taken out of context and
smacked of shallow inneundo.
I do wish that you could get your
stories straight. I, in fact, did not
enjoy my visit to Laurier.

Pierre Elliott Trudeau

24 Sussex Dr.
Ottawa, Ontario

Dear Pierre.
I'm in the middle of sending off
applications for summer jobs at the
moment, so I thought I'd drop you a
line. How ai;e Justin, Sacha, and
Michel?
I was reading in the paper the
Bill Davis other day that there are 11 vacanies
Head Guy in the Senate at the present. I felt it
Queen's Park my duty as a Canadian to remind

you of the importance of the Upper
House, to suggest that it should
always be filled and to humbly offer
my services.
Let's see...qualifications.. My
French is a little bit better than
Diefenbaker's but not quite as good
as Broadbent's. I can fall asleep
almost anywhere and I'm learning to
snore quietly. I don't know too
much about all the constitutional
stuff you've been mentioning but if
Joe Clark opposes it, it sounds okay
by me.
If the Senate proves to be
interesting and you think 1 should
stay on past the end of August, I'd be
quite willing to take a year off
school.

Well that's about it. Hope
for you soon.
yours expectantly.
Mikey

to hear

P.S. Td be willing to consider
positions as a bureaucrab ifany open

NEXT WEEK:

SPECIAL

Good and Sorry EDITION
Sorry that we had to cancel our
Laurier bookings this year. By the
way, come and see us the next time
we are at a local hotel.
Signed
The Good Brothers

THE

OF

CORD

the plebes trill never

notice
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MORE STEREOTYPES
by Carl Friesen

Once more we examine the
fascinating fact of life called
SOCIALIZATION. Most high school
graduates who come to this place fit
the norm of being elitist, from fairly
wealthy families, uninspired, and
wondering why they're here. It is
only after they start to find their
place in life, especially in the
associates they have chosen usually
by chance, that they start to aquire
their eventual characteristics.
It might be of interest to discover
how the general characteristics of
the slimy business student, alcoholic
philosophy student, and drug crazed
political science student first
evolved, but it is a fact that the
junior members of any faculty or
group assimilate the outlook of their
seniors. Thus the tradition is

maintained.

As any sociologist knows, it is not
necessarily the truth of the situation
that matters most, but rather what
everybody thinks is the truth.
For example, the typical
perception of a football major is ofa
large, dullwitted, bovine creature,
cramped into a too-small desk, thick
fingers wrapped painfully around a
pencil. Sweat oozes from every pore
and the brow furrows with
concentration as the unaccustomed
and lightly used mind attempts to
memorize a Shakespearian couplet.
v
Such may not in fact be
universally characteristic (some
football players are trusted with
pens) but the important thing is that
everyone, wanting to appear normal
and be accepted by her or his peers,
starts to act like those of one's own
group.
WLUSU hacks are perhaps one
of the least known but most
representative examples of such
socialization. Almost by definition

they are highly resume-conscious.
WLUSUites are divided into several
subspecies: elected officials,
hirelings, games room people
(strictly peripheral), Turret people,
and Wilfs elitists.
All have developed a curious
amorality and elitism that allows
them to drink in Wilfs between 2:00
and 4:00 on selectd Thursdays when
the place is closed to the plebes.
They tend to think they run the
school only everybody else knows it's
really the students who do.
All WLUSU hacks are required to
sign up on the schedule posted
outside John Karr's office giving
times when they will be available to
sit and watch John work. Rumors
are that some have had to do double
shifts because one newly elected
official refuses to participate.
All WLUSU hacks are either

Question of the Week
Would you do 'if again? Why?
by Meri-Ellen McGoey
Pics by

Carl Freisen

Will
Chairperson of the WLUSU Board
of
II Directors

Sure... 'it'is a great way ofmeeting

people!

Chris Joyce
3rd year Honours English

...

definitely! It was a
I'd do it again
lot of work but hopefully I'm going
to get a good job out of it!!

Business or Political Science

students (except for the annually

acclaimed Music director, if any).

They study each other because
they're going to have to do itall their
lives and might as well start now.
The Games Room Addict is the
type who keeps the WLUSU hack in
beer and pretzels. By default, all
Games Room Addicts are male.
Women are not allowed in the games
room anyway (that's why the
women's washroom is in there) so all
women who want to play pool or
pinball have to do it vicariously.
Games room people are divided
into those who prefer the crude
reality of pool and those who enjoy
the (McLuhanists take note!)
electronic illusion of a video game.
Video addicts evolve intense
personal relationships with the
images on the screen and endow
them with the attributes of living
things. This is now made easier
because the machines have a wayof
talking back.

-

.

Rick Krozonouski
2nd year Business

I did it once and I went to the doctor
and he game me the prescription
it cleared up. I'm looking forward to
doing 'it' again!!

...

Paula Cosgrove
3rdyear Geography
Without a doubt!

it's fun!

Darin Victor
2ndyear Honours History
No! I

Armbands and Eroticism
The controversy surrounding the
perils of females walking through
Waterloo Park unaccompanied has
been drastically altered. The-women
of WLU and UW, having grown
tired of being abused simply because
they are female have quite
unexpectedly become the predators
instead of the prey.
According to Sonya Ralph, an
avid writer for the Cord, itall started
with the appearance of thevolunteer
patrols. These patrollers, having
previously been lifeguards at the
Waterloo Park pool (and we all
know what lifeguards look like), are
fdentifiable by the bright orange arm

1981 5

bands they wear.
According to Ralph, when worn
by these patrollers this armband
produces erotic feelings in the
female genre. Ralph and various
other females of the Cordstaff, upon
seeing these patrollers lost all
control and the patroller was seized
and raped unmercifully.
When the news w s spread
around, curious females \ :ntured to
the park to witness thf ;e i resistable
patrollers for thems ei- ;s. They, too,
were overcome with ist.
However, there is o. c consolation
in that the number of patrollers has
increased from a mere dozen to
almost fifty.

got Herpes the first time

.

Tom Land

2nd year General Arts

Yes, I would! Why?
because I', a
health fanatic and 'it' is good
exercise
good for the cardio-

....

vascular!

and me

...

You bet! I'm planning to spend
more time at 'it' next year now thatI
have one year's experience under my
belt!

Pig Slop, Our
Slop, Study Says
by Grimmer's Daughter

After finding that the Dining Hall gives its scraps to
a local hog farmer the Cord has discovered that the
situation might be. in fact, a two way street. Students
at Laurier may be receiving sty scraps.
Although nothing has been proven as yet, one
student remarked that the spareribs she had the other
night looked very much like the bones she threw
away the week before, except they were covered in a

"sauce".
Several dons, who have lived in residence for more
than a year, speculated on what might be' under the
gravy which the Dining Hall staff insists on glopping
on so thickly. Questions have also arisen over the
exact origin of the gravy itself.
Deep-frying, also a popular sport in the Dining
Hall, would easily cover up the appearance of pig
scraps, the Cord has learn.
When questioned, Healthauthorities stated that the
scraps had already been sterilized for the pigs so there
was little need to do so for the students.
Following on the pig scrap discovery, the Cord has
also found that fairly large industrial donations have
been made to the dining hall. Kaufmann Shoes was
reported to have delivered liver to Laurier and B.F.
Goodrich has, to keep up with local competition,
donated the roast beef. When told of the discovery,
students were heard to comment. "No wonder it tastes
like shoe leather and rubber."

red

Southern Comfort. Enjoy it straight up, on the rocks
or blended with your favourite'mixer.
\
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The unique taste
of Southern Comfort
enjoyed for over 125 years.

'
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ERTEMANTINENT
H CLASSIFIED UNCLASSIFIED> J
Mr. John'scardigan will be on display through the month of April in
fg\ the J.S. Memorial Wing of the Library. Get your tickets at BASSI'

fy)

TJ
52
irl

now

EAGLE SQUADRON GENERAL MEETING: WILF'S FRIDAY
1 PM, GUEST SPEAKER TELLY SAVALAS. ATTENDANCE

MANDATORY.

C/j
(/)

,

*•*
To Tom:
Tj
May your marriage with Barb be filled with much love and |?JJ
happiness. Wishing you both all the rjest on your big day: May 2, U]
1980, Wish I could be there.
M
Love. Ellen
P.S. I'm hoping to meet my new sister-in-law soon.
\ J ACHTUNG! Kenny S., is there any truth (probably) to the rumour
that you are a stupid, illiterate, brew lite guzzling, goat lover? We
hadn't heard of the illiterate part.
(j
Signed, Robby Clark's Fan Club
HA! HA! HA! THERE'S NO CURE FOR HERPES SUTTON!
HA! HA! HA! NO MORE KISSY KISS WITH MIKE OR BOBBY!
Chuckles,
fgs.
*»< Please talk to Boxer. We're tired of listening to Pat Benatar.
To tne St. Patrick's Day Basher:
We still love you..
J2
The French Connection \Jj

P<

f^

f*«i

Jr**

)£J

7Z.

2

11

TRUDEA

MAGIEwarn*,

BY

ob
good
jello
—
any
cookies or green
(Don't forget the creme rinse).

in., Had

L

lately?

SOON GUYS, VERY SOON!
LOVE the FRENCH CONNECTION
Dear Lamar and Loretta,
r f.
Nm Congratulations in respect to your copiously conceived conception
yJ
concerning copulation!

HI

Who are the Blushing Brides?

P"

(/)
f/s
y*

Q1

PIC

Jeff.

JrJ!

FLOPPO THE BABY WHALE REQUESTS THAT LAFF AND
AMWAY TERMINATE THEIR PROFUSE BELITTLING
ABUSE OF MAMMALS!

by Andy Rizzo
Was

it

the

Rolling

Stones?

Possibly Jaggerand the Boys flew up

Tl from the deep south to catch the
fe audience by surprise. I didn't know
[Tl
why the Stones would play at the

The singer still anonymous, was a
stunning look-alike to Mick Jagger
and sang with the vigour and
aggressiveness of Jagger as well.
There were similar mannerisms in

Turret but were they great! And I the way in which the singerprojected

Four years at Laurier: more fun than humans should be allowed to
have. FUN WOW!

the capacity crowd at the pub himself in the 'vain' of Jagger, with
p. think
would agree. They began the the movements of placing his hands
j**1 performance with the Emotional on his hips, his facial expressions,
Ya Ya Ya. I've got your Honours BA RIGHT HERE.
Disco and it was much different from etc.
L Tickets now on sale for:
the original, and at that point there
1) Second Annual Regatta & Virgin Sacrifice to held April 11th,
were people on the dance floor
The medley finished with the
v/ moving about to the
(J) Usual Place.
ending of "Fingerprint File" that
that
point
ff\ 3) 2) The Green Acres Backbacon'Festival
>^« people were guarding what they had brought back memories of the days
The Steve Brown Guided tour of Elmira and the Maple Syrup •—, left of their toes.
»**q
of the Watergate scandal. One ofthe
Festival.
rTj
k«M Help Wanted: Virgins for Sacrifice. References not necessary (but W
J helpful). This offer void where prohibited by law. Apply in person at «■•*
the Oval Office, sth Floor, CTB.
mesmerizing rhythm driven along
by John Watts
(J) Doug and Bob say. "Hey Geoff, Eat a Bag, eh! Ya Hoser."
by Skinned Knee's awesome triplets
Cat scratch fever in the audience. and Scab Labour's soaring three
M.M.,thanx,thefirstfivemonthsweregreat.lcan'twaitforthenext {"■«
That band made my blood boil. chord progression. Said lead
B five!
Those other Aussie bands got their guitarist Cad Avers, "Man we was
W.G.B.
All My Love
nJ
71
to
wires crossed but the audience was hot. We blew them boppers clear
l«j Hot Rumour: BJK bought a tie.
(j) really wired after listening to this into the exit of the 401".
On their debut release on Dirt
W Mr and Mrs. Scout are pleased to announce that they got theirrabbit *T1 kick ass, blow out, warm up band
fixed. No little embarassments anymore.
that preceeded that other Records, they are able to faithfully
washboard shiffle group called recapture all the devastation of their
live performances. All their biggest
AC/DC.
(augh)
Friendship is
sharing your marshmallows and Oreo cookies
'
Lead singer (screamer) Firmin hits are included. Kil Basa, the newly
p. Come be my friend!
was as vile (if not more so) than a recruited bass player (hired to
The Oreo Kid
-■
Mexican sewer rat. His stage replace Luke Emia who died giving
Here's to surviving the rocks, feeling the waves, flying high
presence
puts Mojo to talent show Wood in a back alley) was heard to
with
the
6
seagulls.
fyj shame. What he did with that mike mutter: 'All our personal faves are
And remember; fish never stop growing,
Killer (/) made Morrison look like a nun. His here. We spent a few skins and a
strutting and rye induced massaging couple of hours of studio time
|»2 And remember; a vulture can circle for hours and hours without
of his tight leathers makes Carol reworking our smash biggies, like
r] flapping his wings.
Jjj Pope look like a lily white virgin.
Albanian Girls, it just like, blew our
Can he sing? That's not the issue. minds. And if you listen closely to
Tighten your belt; the goats are coming.
f»j The band carriedhis rasping,
raging Animals (the Japanese hit of 1940vocals with a pulverizinj'p

O

-Jr*
to

5

f£*

R

2

..

.

»*J

Q
O

—^
U

_
,jT'

*TJ

CLASSIFIED UNCLASSIFIED C

g/

The biggest highlight of the
evening however was the song
"Jumping Jack Flash" which made
the encore a "gas, gas, gas".

U-LOCK IT
I

\\
6 Brtdg* St W.t KH&mm

-

744-068

jB

II

V

ggj ■■Kk
r\

45), at half speed backwards, you
can even hear Luke Emia saying
"I'm not dead, dig me up, dig me
up".
I'm not saying it's good, but, like,
we really like it. Luke did too.
Added Scab Labour: "He really is
dead you know. At least we think so.
It'd be kind of embarrassing if he
wasn't". Skinned Knee agrees,
"Yeah", he is quoted as saying.
The album includes many songs
not yet thought about. In fact, as far
as this reviewer is concerned, their
follow-up release on Too Far North
Records, called (tentatively) Eskimo
Reggae, and featuring limit Girls,
should be more satisfying to

Firmin's fans.

Firmin's Virmins appear nightly
Firmin's Hideaway. Tickets
available from Chaps.
at

YOUR OWN WAREHOUSE

I RECGWS|bOATS

I |5

they introduced themselves twothirds of the way through the
performance as the Blushing Brides,
and specifically the singer himself as
Maurice Raymond.

Cockroach Hotel: Greatest Hits 2

O

C

highlights of the evening was
"Midnight Rambler" at which point
the vocalist was singing on top of the
gigantic speakers. Although this
action was characteristic of Jagger,

7

CARS

FURNITURE

JNVENTQR^

- - U.KEEP THE KEY - - -

siz«*: sxlo, 5x15,10x10,10x15,10x20.
Other sizes available upon request.

Jm

cmah<;kx

886-7350
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Musical Notes

by Joachim Brouwer

Ted Nugent is sporting a new
hairdo these days. Recently one of
his ardent fans had caught his waist
length hair in a whirling lathe. The
poor fellow's mass of hair quickly
and tightly bound itself around the
spinning spindles. Only an
observant employee with a handy
pair of big scissors saved the young
lad from a bloody horrendous
death. Ted Nugent, noticeably
affected by the incident,
immediately went to his hardresser
and had his hair, no, not cut, but put
in a bun.
At a press announcement, the new
Ted exclaimed precisely why he did
it. "I don't tell my adoring and
paying fans to grow their hair the
way I ao out it they did do it anyway
and then proceeded to get their hair
caught and their heads severed in
nasty brutish machines, then I
wouldn't have an audience left to
play to". Outside the press
announcements many irate fans
expressed distaste and disgust with
the Nuge's new haircut. "How can I
go around looking like that. I mean
it would be worse than the time I got
my head shaved, for good money of
course". Another fan said, "Gee,
how can I goaround headbanging to
Ted's music now? What would my
friends think? What would my
grandmother think?
Bruce Springsteen is reportedly
working on a new album extolling
the virtues of the middle-classnewly-marrieds tentatively titled
Greetings from Suburbia. A long
time friend has said that Bruce

secretly despises the working class
youth and their twin obsessions, cars

Wendy O and the Plasmlcs
were recently awarded the "Dada"
award for their unique "art" at a
star-studded glittering banquet at
the Las Vegas Hilton. This
distinguished award given in
memorium of the nihilitic,
anarchistic, disturbing art form of
the 1920's was received by a Miss
Service road 54,1 got myattachecase
Wendy O, bedecked in shaving
and I'm headin straight to where the
money is
cream and various strategically
Work all day in those silver tombs
placed cherries. After she received
Drinking cocktails, chasing my the award, a formless glob of black
neighbour's wife
putty, a memberof her band, the one
with the Mohawk haircut, cut the
The wretches with the shovels scour
thing into two pieces with a buzzing
They wish they could sit in these chainsaw.
cubicles all day
Well, that was their intention
Mister I ain't no working class stiff
anyway, but what really happened
I'm a winner'
was that the award was splintered
and I believe "Ronald Reagan, tax
into a million tiny pieces. At this, the
free shelters
presenter and glittering crowd
and worry free colour tv".
applauded wildly. Not realizing how
little fprce was required to cut the
To accompany his new songs, his
"Dada" in two, he accidentally cut
stage apparel will now consist of
off his "right leg from the downward
Merrit. suits, starched collars and thrust of the chainsaw.
black oxfords. He will also get his
Holding the severed limb in his
teeth fixed and a young
"safe" arms and hobbling on this
businessman-like wavy, layered other good leg, he exclaimed: "Well
haircut. Unfortunately to abide with this leg, former leg was always
his conservative straightlaced new getting me in trouble anyway. At
image, Bruce is going to let go, the
least I've got one less place to stick
Big Man Clarence demons. And
my needles in now." The Dada's
not because he is black either or so
foundation accompanying
he claims, but because of his rather
statement to the presentation of the
portly stance. Although the Big Man award claimed that Wendy and the
will have to find another band to
Plasmics' "art" is in the true
honk with, the saxophone sound will
tradition of worthless, ugly,
be reproduced on a synthesiser. The repulsive, violent, socially
devil's trumpet, the saxophone itself malignant, disturbing and hence
will not appear on the same stage as redeemable and reflective "art".

and more cars. Apparently Bruce
really 'digs' the middle class,
Bourgeois Protestant 'live for
tomorrow' ethic. The friend even
leaked the lyrics to one of his new
songs:

Culinary Ingenuity
by Zack
If you're tired of eating cafeteria
food, mom's cooking or just want to
make your own more exciting, here
are some new, simple savoury dishes
that will tingle your taste buds,
wrinkle your tongue and rot your
stomach for sure. That's right. You
can now create your own meal fully
classified as "junk" or "unreal"
food, devoid of nutrients, vitamins
and minerals.
By altering and contrasting
certain colours and textures in the
combinations of food you use, you
can have a different dish every day.
One must remember however, that
like cigarette ads, the surgeon warn
that an excess of this quality of
foodstuffs can be dangerous to your

health.
The first thing you do is make a
list of your most favourite main
dishes, that you are capable of
making, which will likely include:
peanut-butter-and-jam sandwiches,
K-D (more commonly known as
Kraft Dinner), ketchup, raisins,

Springsteen anymore

cheese paste or tomato soup.
Peanut-butter-and-jam sandwiches
can also have on them: cheese slices
or cheese whiz, and/or balogna,
ham or corned beefand the mustard
is optional of course.
Whether you know it or not, those
wonderful dry soup mixes can be
used as meals in themselves or as
party snacks for your friends (and
enemies). It is pretty boring to mix
them as the instructions indicate on
the package but they are quite tasty
in the form of a paste, and then
spread over melba toast, salted
crackers, granola bars or chocolate
chip cookies. Spaghetti products are
delicious in hollowed out Pita slices
with leftover sardines.
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Best and
Worst of 80/81

[Tuesday,

April 7

- 8:00 p.m. $8.50, $10.50, $12.50[

by Greg Brown

Worst album of 1980/81

l Billy Joel "Glass Houses"
2. Queen "The Game"
3. The Cars "Panorama"
4. Supertramp "Paris"
5. Ted Nugent "Scream Machine"
6. Gary Numan "Telekon"
7. The Clash "London Calling"
"Emotional
8. Rolling Stones

A tenor showman
in the grand Italian style

unlit "Diana
s-

™a X.,

II

anaSidom^JUtJ

and the

I thmett Jhmily

Rescue"

C

9. Genesis "The Duke"
10 Van Helen
"Women and
Children"

*::

1. The Jam "Sound Affects"
2. Siouxsie and the Banshees "Kaleidoscope"
3. Joy Division "Closer"
4. John Foxx "Metamatic"
5. XTC "Black Sea"
6. Peter Gabriel "Three"
7. The Stranglers "Raven/IV"
8 Magazine "Alternative Use of

C\

WHAmim'/

If anyone turns up their nose at
any of the above recipes, just
remember that most of them have
been eaten by and prepared for the
"Crappy Junk Foods" contest
Soap"
(called Life) by students all over the 9. The Skids "Absolute Game"
country. Don't knock 'em till you've 10. Echo and the Bunnymen "Croctried 'em!
odiles"

/
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A renaissance delight

$8.50, $11.00, $13.50

Tonight and Friday

The Good Brothers

LOOKING FOR AN
INTERESTING CAREER?

Next Wednesday a
a Double Bill

Or A Job That Will Bring You The Money That
Will Help You Pay Your Way Through University

Goddo & BBC
Next Thursday and
Friday

Teenage Head

Coronet
Motor Hotel

I

871 Victoria St. North, Kitchener
744-3511

I
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Non-Cordies stay out

TUESDAY NIGHT MOVIE

by Zackobbie

THE ROSE
Tues March 31

Rm IEI 7&10 pm $2.

~

Coming Soon:

RICHARD PRYOR NIGHT
Lady Sings the Blues
Richard Pryor in Concert

Remember that empty office
across from the Student Pubs office
on that mysterious floor between
those which house the Turret and
Wilfs? Only the Cordies know it
best and soon it will be theirs. Due to
the fact that the Cordies spend most
of their precious time writing and
printing the Cord, they find that as
exam time draws near, they must
once again play student which they
have little opportunity to do during
the year. For this reason the office
which housed Dean Nichols and his
trusty secretary will provide for their
two greatest and most essential
needs.

Introducing
Back-pack-tracking.
w\

4,

ver noticed how one way

U of travelling is getting

___---• —"

more and more popular these

Jr

~*Hl

\\*l-J

The train, that is. The VIA train. f% fffctf A.
£ZlZ____
And why do young people
yf
$>
the train? Is it the low fares?
The view from the windows? (jj\y>V y^—
X\/7/7/~\
The room to relax? Is it the
u/j/Al
/
spirit of togetherness that peo- fl
J
4
pie on a train seem to have? A 11 l^rXyi^^jk/i-nW
>___»«=»_
VIA tram is all of these things.
V
/
\v
So, next time, come travel
» /
\
us. For a day trip, a week.. .or,
i
when you've got a Canrailpass,
_£."
/f
up to a whole month of unlimited
//
/r~~--—«u_*B^-.>
train travel. Ask about Can// A/y -s=fc
railpass at your Travel Agent,
If
l/p /¥
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TAKE IT EASY. TAKE THE TRAIN.

There are super study lamps in each
one as well as a set of headphones for
the Cordies listening convenience
and pleasure.
There are only a couple of small
problems which have yet to be dealt
with. Every study compartment
should have a window in the front to
prevent claustrophobic reactions
although this would not keep the
exhausted Cordies from making
faces in the windows when they pass
by other compartments on their way
out. The other or minor problem
that we have recognized, is that the
crank-and-pull-shut-fromspecial
be
The outer office will
constructed in a similar fashion to the-inside-closures can only be
the Waterloo County morgue, fully unlocked from the outside. It is true
equipped with long drawers that can that this keeps any unauthorized
be rented for a nominal fee people frown kid«iappin_ o\:i
according to one's height. They'll be studying Cordies but somehow that
perfectly soundproui, each about 3 was the main intention of the,
feet high so the Cordie can have the manufacturer and not the wishes ol
convenience of being seated or the WLUSU and Student
stretching in a sleeping position. Publications Presidents.

The inner office (which no one can
see from the outside nor will they
know about) will be converted into a
combination body rub parlor and
lounge equipped with plush
furniture, bar and sleeping quarters.
Each Cordie who uses these facilities
will be recognized by distinctly
marked black bags under eyes and
pale, white complexions. They will
have special passes tatooed on their
foreheads...a typewriter or pen and
paper, depending on their position
on the staff.

Three was...Three was

May 3
Come see the movie "CORD
EDITOR IS ROBBED BY
SECURITY" on this evening at 8:00
p.m. Price of admission is one stack
of unmarked $100 bills from any
bank, we're not picky.
April 15
Come and hear UNCLE KELLY
AND THE BUTTONS now playing
at the Turret with special guests:

Feb, 30, 1978
Today the Cord is having their
writers do a questionnaire on the
effectiveness of typing for "scotch
brand" tape as opposed to typing for
"masking" tape. The results will
appear in the paper next week on
page 36. It would be much
appreciated that anyone approached for the survey please
WEASLE, WENDIE, THE answer the question with a straight
GENERAL and TINY C. answer despite the fact that they are
Admission cost is a button or a fund just looking for typists for next
from your favorite member of the year's sports editor.
March 2
Santa Claus Club.
April 24
TherewillbeaspecialtrainingcoursefBenjamin Franklin is hosting a orspeedreadersonthisdateinthePeter
special presentation entitled "What sßuildingandanynewmembersarewcolour was Napoleon's white elcometocomeandlearnthisgreatfeahorse?". This presentation will be t.Nextweekwe'llteachyouhowtoreagiven on the Bth floor of the library, dthis. (Can you say that? If not don't
in the year 1645 at 2:30 p.m.
bother)
Come on people, don't leave the province
You can eat cake for another four years.
You sold Uncle Bill your souls,
By staying home from the polls,
Right in the ear.
Now you shall get it,
Come on students, open your wallets,
There's no more freebies from the Ontario Stereo Assistance Plan
Now you'll have to save all ye.ar,
To keep yourself in beer.
Choose between food or books
Isn't life grand?
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Lightbulb Lightbulb
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How many Social Welfare
Students does it take'to change a
light bulb?
Only one. The lightbulb has to make
the effort to change itself.
How many Newfics does it take to
change a lightbulb'.'

RENTALS^^^BM
10% OFF ■■
CAR

Daily

— Weekend — Weekly

Receive a 10% discount off regular prices on any fleet
vehicle when you present this advertisement.
Offer expires March 31,
us today

�

Waterloo

King &Universil\
885-6810

—

Elmira

111

Guelph

74 Howard Aye. 71 Wyndham St. S.
669-1291
837-2541
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Ten. One to hold the bulb and nine
to turn the room.
How many Arts Student does it
take to change a light-bulb?
Six. One to actually change the bulb
and five others each of whom must
write a 15 page essay on the topic.
How many Business Students does it
take change a lightbulb?
One. Business Students can't write
essays.
How many psychologists does it take
to change a lightbulb?
Five. One to change the bulb and
four to share the experience.
How many Cordies does it take to
change a lightbulb?
None. It's not in the job description.
How many Seminarians does it take
to change a lightbulb?
None. They let the Spirit move it,
'and then there was light!'
How does a WLUSUite change a
lightbulb''
Gets it elected.
How many environmentalists does it
take to change a lightbulb?
One..She/he take* it out, throws it
away and shuts off the switch to
conserve energy.
How many mechanics does it take
to change a lightbulb0
Two. One to hold the buld, theother
to pour in the oil.

"THE LAURIER MISTAKE"
Did You Make It?

Come and see the film that presents!
a humorous look at University lifei
here at Wilfred Laurier University.
To be screened Tuesday April 7 in
the Turret at 8:30 pm. There is no

admission

cost.
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Beachball Mania Hits Laurier
by Michael. Orr

band members to a recent press
In recent weeks a new musical conference; "Don't forget the
phenomenon has emerged at chicks", added one. In the interview
Laurier and appears ready to break Saxmo explained, "Music is my
onto the national pop scene. The
middle name
it's what I live for."
"Beach-Balls" came
out
of Saxmo does lead vocals and plays
obscurity on Wednesday of last guitar and sax. When questioned, he
week to play a whirlwind tour of refused to comment on his
nickname.
Clara Conrad.
The group's performances in the
Muchof the band's success can be
packed lounges of Conrad were
accompanied by near-riots as attributed to the blatantly sexual
appeal of guitarist Wally G.L.
uncontrollably excited residents Gravel, lead vocalist "Twelfth of
in
went beserk and tore at the clothes
Never". "Sure I'm a great guy,"
of band members. For some it was
stated Wally, "but the fans don't see
too much. WLU Security kept a low
that behind the phallic magnetism,
profile.
I'm a sensitive human-being." Wally
The "Beach-Balls" meteoric rise is a former member of "Gerry and
to super-stardom seems due to a the Facerakers", and would like to
dynamic combination of versatile do a Save-the-Whales benefit.
musical ability, and animalistic
Bass player and background
charisma. Such songs as "Lazy vocalist Mike "Slowhand" WareRiver", "Greased lightning", and ham is the "Beach-Balls" Mr.
"Yo-Yo", appear destined to set a Mellow. "I like to sleep, or just lie in
powerful trend for the music bed and listen to Q107," states
industry of the Eighties.
Slowhand; "Quit while you're a
Steve "The Snatch" Saxmo "is head, I always say. This sudden
our driving influence", stated other success is hard to explain; all of a

—

sudden me and my bed are going

places."

Drummer Ralph "Madman"
Hyatt is a perfect completion of the
four. Madman was unavailable for
comment as he was getting a 60,000
mile check-up on his lobotomy.
"He's got a special deal with RadioShack," explained Slowhand, "and
they throw in free beach-balls."
The band's unique sound is
packaged by Sam "The Mixer"
Samaddar, who built the amps and
speakers himself, from three old
washing machines and a training
bra. Samalso is reputed to indulge in
periodic crowd-control.
Frantic bids by the promoters to
back this talented group have as yet
gone unconfirmed. "Ed Sullivan is
dead, so for now, we're just after the
chicks", reported band leader
Saxmo. The band was scheduled to
play the Turret earlier this month,
but cancelled at the last minute.
Watch your paper for announcements of future gigs.
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NEW REVOLUTIONS
Dear sirs,
Glad to see that this year you have
been jammed to death by several
articles. It's too bad about the socalled resurgence of heavy metal, the
only good headbanger is a deaf
headbanger. With two spectacular
(?) concerts this year by Ted Nugent
("The Nuge") the only man thathas
ever put me to sleep at the concert
and Streetheart ("Under My
Dump") he can swear but hardly
sing, I'm not sure and can't see how
anyone of you punters out there can
like music that takes such little skill
and prowess.
The New-Rock scene in England
is alive and well, with bands like
"Echo and the Bunnymen" and
"Adam and the Ant". At least they
get an "A" for effort in choosing
their names and while they don't
challenge "The Jam" for any of the
top spots in the NMEpolls, they still
seem to draw well. Remember,
"Echo and the Bunnymen" will be at
the Edge (formerly Edgartons) on
April 7th, so all psychadelic newwavers should take special note.

When you want great taste, spell It out

Again this year, The Rolling
Stones have proved just how bad a
band they really are, their new
"Sucking in the Seventies" is a very
appropriate title, since that is all
they have done for the past ten years.

The only good music they ever
produced was in the late 60's and
early 70s. Well, how about Pat
Benetar, I have to admit best
looking female singer around and
she also "buys Canadaian" when
shopping for songs and copy but just
like Linda Ronstadt, has failed at
copying songs for a living so will
Benetar.

Billy Joel and Bob Seger proved
once and for all how low they can
sink when producing an album
along withthe Stonesand Styx, they
would have to be the most likely
winners of worst bands of 70s. How
about the Who, well after 70,000
punter (sardines) packed themselves
into the CNE, I'm sure more than
one was disappointed. If they can
only rely on their old music, their
not a classic R&R band.
Best concert in Toronto last year
"Siouxsie and the Banshees" at the
music hall, classic music following in
the footsteps of Sid and Johnny all
the way. Best radio station of 1980
next to CILR (RADIO LAURIER)
is CFNE 102.1 FM, the only
alternative to the headbangers (no
brains) life at QlO7 Toronto's
WORST rock and CHUMP 104,
whose competitions and concerts
weren't worth the time of day.
The obvious conclusion is that
headbangers rule supreme in
Southern Ontario (unfortunately)
since most of these people are not
Uninversity Students (Fortunately),
but those who are and like that type
of mindless rock should be shot.
And something else; Don Hunt
kindly reminded me that in 1980,the
torque room coffee left something to
be desired. Thanks Don!
It seems to me that the opininions in
New Revolutions were somewhat
biased, but relatively accurate in
talking about the new music scene in
England. How about the resurgence
of AC/DC, remember them last
summer? How could we forget. Now
what about the New-Wavers of
heavy metal, IRON MAIDEN, and
lest we forget MOTORHEAD (head
as in headbangers?)
The movie American Pop should
have been renamed American Slop.
The two highlights were GraceSlick
with Jefferson Starship and Jimi
Hendrix. I think they even threw in
the one and only SEX PISTOLS
who will live forever in our minds
and hearts. Especially Sid's
Spectacularrendition of "My Way".
Thanks to Brent (Big B), Sherry
(Big S), Mary-Anne (Big M), Nancy
(Big W), Al (Big Al), and everyone
else for their constant inspirations
during my short writing career and
also the only people who listened to
"The Import Show" on CKWR 98.7
FW and 97.7 FM Cable.
The people in Soc. 202 who took

notes for me on Fridays while I was
playing Hockey with the Geography

$tagramsYO.
Canada's most respected 8 year old whisky.

group deserve a round of applause.
Just like Ponderosa! Applause,
Applause. The No-Nukes movie
with "The Boss" was the height of
the movie circuit, and is right up
there with the Who's, 'The Kids are
Alright". The Turret should have
got the Buzzcocks when they had the
chance, that would have solved their
problems for good, both parties that
is.
Next year someone else will be
stepping into the hot seat ofrecord
reviewer, I'll hopefully be
contributing the odd article or two
but not as diverse as this past year.
Thanks again.

Faithfully Submitted
Paul Weller, Bruce Foxtan
and Rick Buckler ("Pube")
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SPOTS

WLUWINSNATION'L
FOOTBALL TITLE

A day at the races
In a few weeks the annual Wilfrid

Laurier University Fish Relays will
be in full swim. Needless to say, this

annual flotilla-gala will be tempting
bait to those geometry students
calling themselves anglers. Of

course, the relays will be overseen by
the mercenary Greenfish school to
ensure foul play.
Knowledgeable sources close to
the swim of things suggest that, sink
or swim, these relays are likely to be

FRIESN
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far Superior to previous events
which, admittedly, laked gill.
Earlier this week, we questioned
the participating schools in a
number of areas. Each school, after
pooling their resources, rather
immodestly drowned each other out
by proclaiming that they could not
be held at bay during the
competition. The sporting world
was sharked when Delta-FiordTributary predicted a whale of a
victory. There was only one
minnowous error in their story; they
smelt, and no smelly team has ever
_won a fish relay at this level before.
It was with this in mind that race
marshalls requested each team to
take complete baths before entering
the pool. Consequently the Marinas
were called in to oversee these newly
formed regulations. Unfortunately,

due to a boating accident on the
Pennsylvania Turn-Pike, they
arrived somewhat later than
anticipated.
In the few remaining weeks before
the championships get underway,
there abound a number of "fishstories" too numerous to embargo
upon here. Many of these stories
though appear fishy.
One of the teams competing was
perched sturgeonally in first place
throughout the regular loop. They
have re-trouted to Whitefish
Ontario to do a little fishing before
the tension of the relays unfolds.
One little guppy bass-fully
commented that although he was
hard-of-herring, he would cheer
until he flipped.
As you can see, all the participants
are eagerly awaiting the relays.

Athletes of the Year

PIC

Male Athlete. Tuffy Knight. Next year plans
to teach a course on Podiatry.
Women Athlete: Education Minister Bette
Stephenson. For running from pies instead of
eating them. Bette seen here without body
suit, has given up clothing to put her children
through university.

Upcoming Sports Book Reviews:

"Winning is Everything"
by Leo Cahil
Forward by Morley Rosenberg

|
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Be a part of the nostalgic fun at...
Charlie's Ristorante and Tavern
Assorted memorabilia, reasonable prices, specialities like
Veal Parmigiana, homemade pasta, and a salad bar that has
surpassed itself in selection and freshness!
Fully licensed at 24 Charles St. W. inKitchener. Major credit cards accepted. For

\ V takeout or reservations phone 579-1760

Notably, some of the players were in
their team's fish house. One thing is
evident though come race day all
competitors will be tuned into the
same stream-winning.
Each participant is unique and in
this regard they are vastly disparate;
some are big, some small, some
muskie, some thin, but they all have
the same goal-to win. These fish take
their trade seriously; so seriously in
fact that they often need to be
pacificified following a race.The W.L.U. Fish Relays are upon
us again and we look with great
anticipation at what all indications
point to be, the downing of the age
of aquarium.
The opening ceremonies get
underway next Friday in the
Clearwater Building: One H. SaltSt.
W.L.U.

J

PIC BY MARK WIGMORE

The

Mountains and lakes; twilight and
wine; a gentle breeze and good
friends. We were terrified. When

.

News Flash: Flathead State has won
the Intramural Basketball title This
caps an undefeated season by the
One of the main purposes of
intramurals is not only to provide
athletes with an opportunity to
participate butalso to have some fun
while doing so. And that is exactly
what intramural basketball entry
Flathead State has done.
One method by which a team
achieves unity and makes playing
the game enjoyable is by winning.
Flathead has compiled a perfect 5-0
record in league play and has yet to
find themselves on the shortend ofa
score in a playoff encounter.
Heading into this week's contest,
spokesman "Weavin"' Steve Julian
outlined some of the reason's for his
team's success. "We've been able to
have a solid balanced attack first of
all." Gord Coldwell provides the
team with the necessary outside
shooting and big men John Sneyd,
Bob Boos, and Mike Stankovits haul
in a sizable portion of rebounds'.
The team also relies on a mighty
at times Iron-clad defence on which
Julian claims, "Our defence is
comparable to any in the league. It
has only allowed an average of 27
points per game."
This is a meagre total when one
compares the statistic to Flathead's
average of 75 points scored per
game.
All intramural teams are faced
with a massive job of building from
scratch. Julian cites this area as one
in which the stage crew has managed
to gain an edge over its league
counterparts. "Coach Stankovits
has done a super job in recruiting
this fine collection of ball players.
We rely heavily on our farm system
which we feel is one of the best in the
entire league."
Surprisingly, Flathead has not
seen the record crowds which
usually accompany successful clubs.
"Although we do have our loyal
fans, the team would like to see more
people out to our games and an
overall increase in fan support is
definitely one of our goals", the
spokesman concluded.
One method by which the squad
hopes to attract more of the
basketball audience to their gamesis
by increasing the exposure of their
name through a T-shirt distribution
program.
Any interested clients may obtain
further information regarding the
purchase of the shirts by contacting
Steve Julian or Flathead State team
members.
If Flathead's enthusiasm towards
participation is any indication of the
overall enthusiasm of the Intramural teams then the WLU is alive
and well.
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John asked us to hang glide in
Jasper we said "No!" Suicidal
tendencies are common in small
towns in Alberta and in BC they run
rampant. How one, extraordinarily
handsome young bellman from
Montreal convinced his best friend
and two chambermaids to risk their
necks ir. the hills of Kootenay
National Park I'll never understand.
He told us that Invemere was an
intermediate hang gliding area; and
the wind surfing is superb there.

John arranged it all. He filled our
wine skins withDoniniat the alcohol
store and chased us downBanff Aye.
to the traffic circle. He assured us
that the sensation oftaking to the air
is a sensation surpassed by only one
other human experience. We opted,
or rather wanted, to gofor the latter.
After one last swig from the old
deer skin we took a run for it. It was
definitely the most exquisitely
dynamic sensation I have ever
experienced in BC or anywhere else.
As John's bright wings disappeared
beneath the treeline we sat down,
had a sip, and breathed a sigh of
relief that he was gone.

-

-

I
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Hang-Gliding
in Invemere

Flat
Head
State
team.
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GREAT CANADIAN
POETRY WEEKEND
BLUE MOUNTAIN

SIXTH ANNUAL • June 12,13,14
the
Take part in mis annual celebration olP.K.
world ol Canadian letters. Irving Layton,
Page. Pat Lane. Raoul Duguay. Bob Kroetseh,
Ell Mandel and many others will be reading
and conducting workshops at Collingwood's
Cranberry Inn,
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LIGHI
dv MAURER
Light Yet distinctly dv Maurier.

New this year will be a Poetry Cabaret and an
submit poems
invitation to all participants loAnthology.
for inclusion in the Festival

For information on details of

the

Weekend

write:

Poetry Weekend,

Grsat Canadian
p 0 Box 581, Colllngwood, Ontario
445-3430.
L9Y IE3 or phone (705]

.

smoked-avoid inhaling.
Warning' Health and Welfare Canada advises that danger to health increases with amount.0 9 mg nicotine.
9
tar
Regular
mg
Ay. per cigarette: King Size: 11 mg 'tar", 10 mg nicotine
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CHIP'S CHICKEN
What was the most dangerous contact sport in North America?
What sport had the most injuries? Was it football, hockey, soccer?
Those sports might as well be for wimps and puffs compared to' the
damage inflicted in the sport in question.
Have you guessed yet? Well, the most dangerous sport was an event
for true men and women ofcourage, only those made of that special
stuff with that certain walk could survive in that tough world.
THE TOUGHEST OF ALL IS DISCO DANCING!!!!
A swinging hand and pointed thumb could remove an eye and the
offender would barely notice. Injuries inflicted by a well placed kick,
made more deadly by heeled disco shoes, could leave another dancer
writhing in agony for hours. The fiend who struck the blow would
pretend not to notice the damage he caused, or would hover above
what could be a corpse and utter, "huh, sorry", and head back to his
table followed by his disco princess with her brown polish
fingerspikes, matched by lips puffed like the maggot bloated stomach
of a squirrel's carcuss above an electronic dress that hovered over
obesely mammoth breasts ablase with the word Dance, rolls of fat
around her middle.
I myself on one or two occasions would wander into a Disco
establishment to do some investigative reporting. One such outing
nearly cost me my life. I had sat by the dance floor watching it flash in
a manner I'm sure only people like Timothy Leary could truly
appreciate. An hour orso was spent sipping drink in order to prepapre
myself for the darting and dodging needed to survive an evening of
hoofing. It was a dirty game. When the hour was up I glanced across
the aisle only to see a woman of favourable proportions looking as
uneasy as I was about taking the dance floor. Off we went to try our
feet. Everything went smoothly. I am short and managed,therefore.to
duck many of the blows hurled my way by fellow dancers. I thenmade
my crucial error. Not paying attention to the two large individuals at
the corner ofeach eye I looked up into the pools ofblue my partner
offered, mesmorized we danced towards one another. Things had
gone too far, I had committed myself and could not escape. From
either side two hammer-like elbows crashed into my jaw, sending me
to the floor begging for unconsciousness to rid me of those bloody

with

Gray Coach

lights

continued on page 21

Weekday service
from Wilfred Laurier
to Guelph and Toronto
• On campus departure points

coaches are climate controlled
• Ourand
washroom equipped
student fares from on
• Discount
campus agencies

-

• Our staff are courteous and experienced

Sports Editor

©Ministry
Ontario

Next time-Go by bus!

of
Hon Bette Stephenson. M.D.. Minister
Depu,y Minis,er
Colleges and Harr X Fisher
Un,vers,,ies

*

Ontario Student
Assistance
Program
1981-1982

OSAP applications
are now available at
your Financial Aid
Office.

•

•
•

-we're ready when you are.

-
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For more information
call your local Gray Coach agency.

One OSAP application
form lets you apply
for:
Ontario Study Grant
Canada Student Loan
Ontario Student Loan

For additional information about OSAP,
see your Financial Aid
Administrator.
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YELLOW SUBMARINE
47 King Street North, Waterloo
Monday Special Large Nuclear

—

Regular $2.25 for $1.80

Noon Special —12-1 p.m.

Large Submarine and Soft Drink
Regular $2.45 for $2.00
10% OFF FOR ALL STUDENTS (specials not included)
Delivery: Thurs, Fr and Sat. after 6:00 p.m.

CALL 886-4662

LEESAUDERS FLOWERS
WESTMOUNT PLACE

"We Cater To Students"
CORSAGES

10% OFF FOR STUDENTS

886-6410
[fJf/L*
\
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International Gypsy Dell
Complete Mexican Meal
Hearty Soups & Salads
Homemade Desserts

.

Saturday evenings, live
music with Gavin
Tues-Thurs 11:30 -10 p.m.

Where fine food
and modest prices
are the order of the day

84 King St. North
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Weekdays Closed 2-5 pm

Waterloo

TYPING
essays, reports
75$ per page

.

578-7743
Mrs. Filsinger

885-5700

I Shot of ambitious
ladvancement here.

•

target. But little chance for

Mr. Ed T. Horse, guest lecturer demonstrates proper
technique

Space is still Available in the Following Courses
for 1981-81:
Bus. 444 Business Advancement (or How to Advance from
Behind)
Course includes: instruction in the proper fitting of knee pads and how
to choose a proper target. Students will also learn what is truely behind
success. Prerequisite: Gluteus Anatomy 299

Bus. 387 Labour Relations for the Modern Business
Course includes lectures on the "Evils of Unionism", "Moral
Degeneracy of the Working Classes", "The Justice of Divine Right",
"Subjugation of the Masses: Why the Downtrodden prefer their lot."

For further Information contact the Registrar's Office.
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The Wolf Bite.
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Yukon Jack with 1 ounce
of coffee liqueur. Add a
splash of soda, pour over ice
and you'll have lassoed the
Wolf Bite.To heat the bite,
|M
substitute coffee for soda.
Inspired in the wild, midst ®
the damnably cold, this, the j]Q^
black sheep of Canadian /Wjk
liquors, is Yukon Jack.
p'

The Black Sheep of Canadian Liquors.
Concocted with fine Canadian Whisky.
BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE

USED BOOK BUY-BACK
$ CASH FOR YOUR BOOKS $
I

DATES AND TIMES TO REMEMBER

-

APRIL 27th MAY Ist
JUNE 15th
AUGUST 10th-11th
SEPTEMBER 14th 15th
SEPTEMBER 15th

-

10:00 am
10:00 am
10:00 am
10:00 am
6:30 pm
~

pm
- 2:00
2:00 pm
-- 2:00
pm
- 4:00 pm
- 9:00 ~
pm

W.L.U. Bookstore
In The Concourse
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BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE
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HELP FOR THE DISABLED?
by Jerry Zeigenberg
In this"Year of the Disabled", the resign,
making
recordings
government of Ontario has shown a completely unavailable.
startling lack of interest in the
Although the CNIB, in Toronto,
handicapped. In particular, the also has a transcription service, it is
province's blind students, who in the already working to capacity and
past have had their text-books isn't able to handle the increased
recorded for them on tapes, face load.
extreme difficulties because our
One of the Audio Library's
clients, Kathleen Naeyaert, is a
provincial government refuses to Laurier
student. in ' 2nd year
provide the funds necessary to
She has pointed out that
sociology.
continue
the 'book-recording'
it makes no sense to receive tape
service.
recording services for only part of
her university program, then have to
Some seventy visually handiquit, because the problems of
capped students in Ontario, at highschool and university levels, use the reading become too great. If the
Audio Library at Trent University. Audio Library is shut-down, she will
be left with one-half of a degree.
At Trent, a group ofpeople (many of
Dr. Bette Stephenson, the
whom are volunteers) make cassette
Minister
ofEducation, Colleges and
recordings of the books needed by
the Audio Library's clients. For the Universities, only last year declared
the government's commitment to
blind student without bookequal educational opportunities for
recordings, as can be imagined, the all. (The declaration was made in an
task of getting one's reading done address to the Legislature, on May
becomes inordinately difficult. Yet, 23,
This year, by refusing to
this year the Trent Audio Library is aid blind students, the governto be dissolved.
ment's commitment to educational
apparent:
becomes
Trent University, which has inequality
footed the bill for the Audio Library visually handicapped persons who
in the past, is no longer willing to do
so, due to the Library's mounting
deficit. Ontario's "Progressive"
Conservative government, although
aware of the situation, has turned its
back on the problem. As a result,
All but three of the jobs in Student
book-recording services will no Publications had been filled by
longer be available after May 1, presstime. These are Looton
1981, to most of the students who Manager, Assistant Production
Manager, and Residence Yearbook
made us of it before. In the future,
Editor.
any student who isn't funded by
VRS (Vocation
Rehabilitation Stepping into the traces are:
President: Deb Stalker
Service, a government department
some
that arbitrarily funds
Directors: Meri-EUen McGoey, Ed
handicapped students, and not
Fabian, and Lynn Hrab
which is another problem
others
Cord Editor: Rodger Tschanz
somebody ought to look into) will
News Editor: Sonya Ralph
simply have to pay for the service
again,
then,
And
once
Entertainment
Editor: Diane Pitts
himself.
education unfortunately becomes a
Sports Editor: Joanne Rimmer
thing for the rich.
Production Manager: Jane Allan

want to go to school won't be able
to, unless they can themselves
afford the costs of having their
books transferred onto tapes. Not
too many can.
Not only is it unfair~to deny an
education to blind students, it is
impractical, as well. While it costs
the taxpayer money, now, to help
educate the visually handicapped,

they do gain valuable skills with
which they can finds job, later. They
then become commercially valuable
members of society, rather than tax
burdens. Aiding the handicapped
now, is, in fact, an investmentfor the
future.

by Carl Friesen
Flipping coins and charges of
Student Union incest were
highlights of the WLUSU Board
meeting on Sunday.
One of the first items of business
was John Mcßae's suggestion that
positions available in the Student
Union should be made more
available to the studentbody at large
and that the present domination of
available jobs by WLUSU board
members amounts to "incest"
within the Student Union.
To rectify this, he proposed a 6page handbook listing the various
positions be distributed in the
Concourse. The Board passed a
motion to authorize $60 to make 300
copies to be distributed. ,
A coin was flipped to decide the
vote on who would head the search
committee to look for a replacement
for the University Board of
Governors student representative
for the one-year term. A mixup
mixup in
was
balloting resulted and a coin was
tossed to decide between the two
two
contenders, WLUSU Chairperson
Chairperson
Scott Guest winning the toss.
his President's Report, Joe
Joe Veit
In his
Veit
said
said that at his meeting with the
President's Council the three
from
the
representatives
Administration
Administration were now aware
that residence students were
were
not
services not
expecting aa refund for services
strike.
rendered during the janitorial strike.
"That really floored them" stated
Veit, explaining that the residence
councils had not approached the
Administration before with the idea
ofa refund. Several dollarfigures for
the refund had been suggested,
tiT*i
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rangeing from $5 to $20, but Veit
expecting a refund for services not
rendered during the janitorial strike,
ranging from $5 to $20, but Veit saio
the administration expects that the
amount will be "probably under $5
per student". The question was
referred to the Commissioner ol
University Affairs who will take ii
up with the residence councils.
Veit introduced filmmaker and
student Dan Daniels and his request
for $200 in funding in exchange for
a copy of the parody film The
Laurier Mistake Daniels is
producing. The movie is intended as
a good-natured stab at the WLUproduced recruiting film TheLaurier
Decision. The sum was allocatedand
the film will be shown on regular
WLUSU movie nights.
The question of Student Union
fees for part-time students was
discussed but no firm decision was
reached.
In his Director of Student
Activities report, Jason Price
announced several appointments:
Business Manager: Marg Politi
Entertainment Coordinator: Christina Dixon
Movies Coordinator: Bruce Moore
Orientation Coordinators: Joanne
Rimmer, Brenda Davy, and Kirn
Ahrens
Campus Clubs: John Mcßae
Special Events: Steve Cheeseman
SAM Board: Craig Treleavan
Oktoberfest Coordinator: Tim
Doherty.
Three positions: Coordinatorsfor
Winter Carnival, Boar's Head
Dinner and Homecoming, have yet
to be decided.

In effect, the present government
has erred on both ethical and
practical grounds. It is not living up
to the commitment it made to equal
educational opportunities for all;
also, by refusing to aid the
handicapped now, it might have to,
later. Finally, all who care about the
handicapped, or the state of
"progressive politics" in Ontario,
should write to their MPP's and urge
them to do something about this
problem.

The new guard

—

Furthermore, because the staff at
Trent's Audio Library feels it is
unfair to charge some students and
not others, they have threatened to

Photo Manager: Larry Deverett
Photo Technician: Michael Kuntz
Business Manager: Janet Benson

Assistant Business Manager: Andrew
Callin
Advertising Manager: Shawn Leon
Circulation and Filing: Andy Hamilton
Directory Editor: Heather Bayne
Calendar Editor: Lynn Hrab
Handbook Editor: Stacy Traschell

Grad Photo Coordinator: John Watts
**»

Student representatives to the
University Senate have also been
selected by acclamation, one
position still being vacant:
For the one year term: Dave Kohler,
Jason Price.
For the two year term: George
McCaw, James Moore, Steve
Patten, Warren Ross

Spring is coming and it's getting close to time to hit the road
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NESTLES INFACT NESTLES INFACT

This (Nestles and otherbabyformula
companies' marketing behaviour) is
an outrageous searchforprofits at the
expense

formula via posters, billboards,
newspapers, radio and television as

of July 1, 1978 while in some
countries the baby formula products
were never advertised.
IBFAN (International Baby
Foods Action Network) which is

of babies' lives.

Dr. Benjamin Spock
I wish to testify at all times that we
were only able to save many babies
thanks to Nestles Nan and Lactogen
products.

It's unfortunate that this article

affiliated

with INFACT has
evidence to the contrary. In a report
entitled "Infant Formula
Promotion 1980", IBFAN presents
numerous examples of advertising
taking place by a variety of
companies including Nestle.
In October 1979 the World Health
Organization and UNICEF put
together a list of recommendations
concerning marketing practices of
infant-formula companies. Nestle
says Jit agreed to abide by the
recommendations. IBFAN's paper
listed 202 alleged violations to the
recommendations of WHO/
UNICEF by baby formula
industries. The paper was examined
by the International Council of
Infant Food Industries. Of the 117
cases affecting ICIFI companies,
only 15 appeared to be justified. In
these cases, corrective action was
put in hand at once.
INFACT's paper states "Nan and

must appear in the joke issue of the

Cord since it is by no means a
laughing matter. The story is that of
the Nestle controversy. The issue
centres around claims by the critics
of Nestle, the most out-spoken being
INFACT (The International
Formula Actions Coalition), which
suggest that Nestle is guilty of
marketing practises which
unethically convince Third World
mothers to switch from breastfeeding to bottle feeding. This
accusation bluntly contradicts
Nestles position which states that its
representatives in the field were
always encouraged to tell mothers
that breast feeding is best.
These forceful marketing
practices, according to INFACT,
involve advertising through the
media. However according to one
Nestle representative. Nestle has
ceased all advertisement of baby

syndrome'
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naturally. INFACT's arguement
focuses on the use ofunsterile water
in formula production. Nestle points
out that traditional weaning foods in
these areas are also prepared with
the same unsterile water.
Secondly, Nestle has in the past
employed field workers who have
been accused by INFACT of
promoting the company's product.

—

brain damage,
starvation and diarrhea), and of
these 1 million die.
The 'problems with bottle feeding
arise in countries and regions where
clean water and money are not
available to buy sufficient quantities
of formula powder, literacy to read
formula instructions is not spread
enough and fuel to sterilize bottles
and refrigerate the formula is rare
and expensive. Nestle claims "the
overwhelming majority of infant
formula sales are made to middleincome or upper-income mothers

unbeatable!!

departing April & May
•
from

'

Free gifts of formula to hospitals
and to mothers have been said to
have aided in mothers turning away
from breast feeding. INFACT
suggest Nestles motive is to prevent
mothers from breast feeding for a
weekafter which time the breast milk
will have dried up and the motheris
thereby forced to continue using the
formula. In a Wall Street Journal,
"The Nestle Boycott Kills Babies",
it is pointed out that in many of these
developing countries, urbanization
is responsible for taking the woman
out of the house and into the
workforce and therefore often
bottle-feeding is more convenient
for the woman.
To hear more views on the
subject from both sides of the
controversy, attend what promises
to be an interesting presentation by
INFACT and Nestle in the Paul
Martin Centre on March 31 at 7:30
pm. Admission is free.

Is it debateable?
by Carl Friesen

"I feel it's not a debateableissue"
said Sociology student Sandy
Rousakis in an interview Tuesday,
explaining why she and a number of
students are supporting a boycott of
the debate on the question "Do
women have a place in the business
world?" scheduled for that evening.
"If they were willing to debate
whether men have a place in the
business world it would be more
acceptable" she continued. "The
issue is that they are assuming that
women do not have a place in the
business world.'They are reinforcing
that idea".
Jason Price, WLUSU Director of
Student Activities, said that the
purpose of having the debate was to
create interest in having a debating
society on the WLU campus similar
to the ones that exist at other

universities.

"Nobody's saying

that ladies

don't have a place in the business
world" he said. He added that the
Student Union had deliberately
chosen a controversial topic to
create interest in debating.
On Tuesday night before the
debate was about to start about 15
protestors led by Dr. Juanne Clarke
picketed the debate's lecture hall
encouraging students to boycott the
lecture since attendance at the
debate would, according to the
protestors, in effect condone the
question.
Upon learning of the controversy
centering on the question involved
in the debate, the University of
Toronto debators agreed to change
the question to a more neutral topic.
The question finally debated
focused not on the question of
whether women have a place in
business but on the question of
whether debates should take place
on topic like woman's place in the
business world.
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Western
Saloon
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
NO COVER CHARGE

_■■■%

44 ST. GEORGE ST.
TORONTO 979-2406

96 GERRARD ST. E
TORONTO 977-0441

Country Cooking at Country
Prices
Pool Tables, Shuffleboard,

We Won't Be Undersold !!

Jukebox
Good Country Fun
In The Middle of The City

Canadian Universities Travel Service Ltd.

For more

afford the product."

to mothers who can't afford
to sufficiently feed their infants

Why has Nestle been singled out
as the subject of an international
boycott? First of all Nestle is the
world's largest seller of baby
formula to developed nations.
International health authorities say
that 10 million babies per year are
suffering from the harmful effects of
bottle-feeding ('baby bottle

LONDON
t
-fr

can

Governments in some countries
however buy the formula from the
company and subsidizes the cost of
the formula or give free distribution

message about the superiority of
breast milk." But IBAN however
counters "Labels carry the
statement 'La lactancia materna es
la mas adecuada para el bebe (breast
feeding is best for your baby)".

WHICH ONE IS RIGHT?

Sister Silvia Probst (RN)
Mbarara. Uganda
December 2, 1975

jm

who

Lactogen labels have no explicit

information complete coupon and send to:
London Flights, CUTS,
44 St. George St., Toronto, MSS 2E4

Located on Lower Level of

Name
Mailing address
Permanent address_

Phone

I
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POETICS
"Against the World"

Rubber Boots

Our journey's end is near at hand
The light shines bright
at the tunnels end
And your shadow looks
so free and real.

You know I love you dearly,
This one thing I must confess
There's a part of your accoutrement
Which frankly, I detest

The wind blows strong in this land of ours
And so like a tight rope walker
I walk slowly, ever cautious
For the fear of falling lives long, dies slow.

Yet our love lives everburning, never flickering
And loving you I feel no pain
For asleep I dream of whispers in the wind
Which speak of tomorrow with hope, compassion
As we lie embraced against the wind.
D. Lamont
This stemware glass
This stemware glass
Is filled with blood
I hold it to the flame
And through that tangerine light shines
A teardrop, cried in pain.

-

-

-

You're great to be around at parties
Lively, laughing, "one of the boys"
You can drink most of us well under the table
A capacity that makes wine-makers rejoice
You look ever so cute in your army pants,
So what am I babbling about?
My dear, your choice of footwear
Brings intelligence level subject to doubt
Not much importance is placed upon feet,
Most people don't care, not two hoots
But I cringe and must admit to feeling somewhat ill
When you put on your black rubber boots
You sport them proudly, ever so useful,
Just $1.39 at Canadian Tire.
I swear those boots were made by the devil himself,
And summoned up deep from Hell's Fires.

It floats amid
The battle flood
The image comes to me
The liquid transforms in a haze
And soon a fresh blue sea.

I hold it high
Unto the night
And through the darkness gleams
Purity an empty vessel
This glass a ship of dreams?

Your deportment is above questioning
You always know just how to charm
(Though some say that one who refers to a
'tomato' as a toh-mah-toh
Belongs out on the farm)

-

It forces back
Against my heart
Held tight in trembling hand
And as it shatters I peer down
The glass has turned to sand.
Martin Kuske

It's true that for everything there's a space,
Boots for gardening, fishing, floor mopping,
But must you parade them from place to place?
In restaurants, visiting friends, and while shopping?
You say you want to become a school teacher
Spending your life shaping and molding young minds
Leaving children with the idea that they should dress
Like extras from "Green Acres"
Is neither instructive nor kind.

I can't say when we'll get together again,
I may surprise you, surprises come in twos
In the meantime, I'll be starting a collection,
To buy you a pair of real shoes.
by Mikey Strathdee

Deadication to Guys
Greeting to the Leupold men
We appreciate all
You're each a ten!
You protected us through thin and thick
Even when we played our pranks and tricks.

Cathy,
Perfume was smelly
Popcorn was neat
Look again 'cause I've got you beat

TIRED OF WATCHING POLITICS
FROM THE SIDELINES?
SPAP IS FOR YOU!
Student Political Apprenticeship Program'

V Be involved!
H Learn about politics!
A two year summer job program in Ottawa!

*

WE WANT:
s First year students to work at Progressive
Conservative Headquarters;
\

A demonstrated interest in politics.

WRITE:

SPAP
Student Political Apprenticeship Program
Progressive Conservative Party of Canada
178 Queen Street
Ottawa, Ontario

p<££_

Phantom

You're as good as can be
And thanks for the use

■~

Environment Environnement

■

Of your T.V.

Canada

Canada

Service
Environment dc lenvironnement
atmospherique
Service

Atmospheric

When you decided to lock us in our bedrooms
We found it necessary to whipcream your
bathrooms.

CAREERS AS

You've been so good to us
Kept us company
Made such a fuss!

QUALIFICATIONS :

METEOROLOGIST
Graduation from a recognized university with at least three and a
half courses in Physics, including General Physics, Mechanics,
Electricity and Magnetism plus one or more courses in Fluid
Mechanics, Optics or Advanced Mechanics, and at least four and
one half courses in Mathematics including Calculus, Differential
Equations, Linear Algebra, Statistics, Computer Science plus at
least one course concerning Numerical Analysis, Matrix Algebra

John, thanks for the Italian wining and dining
For keeping us fit with our daily jogging.

Frequently you told us jokes
And rarely complained
When we smoked your smokes.
Pat, thanks for putting up with our
cake and water fights
and livening up our parties with your
twisting all night.

fou have put us

in our glory

Our thanks to Jeff

For a bed time story.

Aye, Luije, what's da matta for you?
Don't you know what to do?
When three girls invite you to bed
You gotta take off your clothes
Before you can get a-head!
We really do appreciate
The things you've done
You're all just great!
And last but not least, we still think
you're sexy, Gord
Even though you tried and tried
But never really scored.
With lottsa lust and desire,
The French Connection

or Computer Systems.

TRAINING :

Successful candidates will receive a nine month- training program.
For French speaking candidates, the training is at the University
of Quebec at Montreal; while English speaking candidates receive
their training at McGill University and at Downsview, Ontario.

Dear Poet

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES :

self-indulgent poet
sits behind a pouting pen
conceitedly harbours happiness
dredges and drowns in his own emotions
isolated
uncontributing
what is this but nothingness
a silly word
"frivolous?" "perfect?" "bitter" love
or does the day evade you
no fancy for the hour

successful completion of the training program,
Meteorologists are generally assigned to either Civil or Canadian
Forces Forecast Centres across Canada.
After

ELIGIBILITY :

The competition is open to both English and French speaking
candidates; candidates must be Canadian Citizens or have Landed
Immigrant Status.

SALARY :
While on training program: $13,195

After training: $21,076

,

- $17,610

OBTAIN APPLICATION FORMS :

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE

MAIL WITH TRANSCRIPTS TO :

so feed on your frustration
let incompetence infest and throb inside you
you only wallow in yourself
neither sing nor act nor paint
won't you realize crumpled papers
are worthless?

Angela Brandon

ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT SERVICE
ONTARIO AREA PERSONNEL OFFICE
4905 DUFFERIN STREET
DOWNSVIEW, ONTARIO
M3H 5T4
Tel: (416)

667-4717

Canada
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Editorial Good-bye

FRANK VETERE'S

The year is almost over and the publication of the Cord Weekly has come to an end for
another year. A year ago at this time I was looking forward, although hesitantly, to the
year ahead working on the Cord Weekly.
Those who will be staffing the Cord next year must be experiencing those same
feelings.

.

That feeling of hesitancy is well-deserved since the Cord is, and has been, for better or
for worse, the main source of information on campus for the past twenty-one years. The
paper, which is considered bird cage liner by some, is still read by many.
The Cord then has a big responsibility to the students of Laurier, a responsibility
which is carried out by full-time students doing the full-time job of producing a
And producing a newspaper is a full-time job. For the Editor it is 30 hours
newspaper
the
a week, for
Section Editors it's 20-25, for the Production Manager it's 20-25 and the
list goes on. Writers, photographers, proof-readers, ad men, business managers; the
number's of hours put in each week to bring the Cord together is enormous. Most other
university newspapers, including UW, employ full-time employees to produce the paper.
At Laurier it's full-time students.
This allows for both a Unique opportunity as well as for alot of hard work. The Cord is
basically a learning experience. It not only informs students but it trains writers,
photographers, production people and yes, even editors quickly and on the job. This
training means some mistakes, a lot of work and a lot of learning.
Next year, new people will be learning new things. Rodger Tschanz, this year's Photo
Manager, is next year's editor — the new "Big Chief. Sonya Ralph, trustworthy writer
for the Cord for the past few years takes over Carl's job of News Editor. Diane Pitts
moves into Cindy's job of Entertainment Editor and Joanne Rimmer becomes the "Chip
Mcßain of 1981-82" as Sports Editor. Good Luck to you all.
This past year has been a challenging, sometimes frustrating, but always busy year. To
those on the Cord staff — thanks for your help. To Carl, the editorial right of myself,
good luck in your future journalistic endeavours. Laos and Africa await. To Cindy, I
know whether you're working in Student Publications or outside next year you'll be a
success. Chip, what can I say but thanks.
And there are others little recognized but always important. Rob Pegg, our Production
Manager for this past term,- has put long hours in, learning and mastering the intricacies
of paste-up and lay-out. Rodger Tschanz and Tim Singbeil, pictorially extraordinaire.
Lynda Kirk graphically superb. Joe Veit, Student Publications President, now Student
Union President, was always present when needed. To everyone thanks.

.

Mark Wigmore
Editor

Park patrols

1

WWhat a deal For a limited time only, you can
buy a Deep-Dish Pizza'M (including The Works)' H
for only one cent at Frank Vetere's.
What a meal! Buy a large, or medium, or small
Deep-Dish Pizza and you can get a second
Deep-Dish Pizza,' M one size smaller, with the same
number of toppings, for only one cent.
This offer makes good cents!
Phone these restaurants for free home delivery.
,M

—

Frank\fetere's^pizzeria
r
«Well feed you like
no other:

■HcalMcnril In,W,,j,1.

..■]...!,, i,.,

3 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS IN K\Trt^NT^iy^T^mr^!r&MKajr^.P^wfL:

University Avenue Easts Weber.

Fairway Road S. near Wilson Aye
WaterlooBB4-4090
'KitchenerB93 5111
Hespler Road. North of the John Gait Centre
Cambridge 621 4500

Psych Society

presents

Semi-formal
March 28

Paul Martin Centre

"*>

,

TICKETS
$10 per couple
$6 per single

at the door

Available at Psych Office
and the Concourse
Door Prize

Dinner for two at Duke

of Wellington

by Diane Pitts
Since the inception of student
patrollers to stop sexual assaults
occurring in Waterloo Park, no
unnerving incidents have been
reported. According to Federation
of Students President Wim Simonis,
there are thirty volunteer patrollers
from UW and one from WLU, who
are responsible for escorting people
through the park and if any
problems arise they can contact help
through their CB radios.
Simonis is satisfied in the fact that
the public's awareness of the existing
problem has been increased and his
suggestion of installing lights in the
park was favourably received by
Waterloo City Council.
The question of whether the
patrolling will continue throughout
the summer is still unanswered.

Get toknow the real taste
of Bacardi rum.
Sip it before you add your favourite mixer.
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Tripartism: labour solution

Chip's

Tamiae Hockey

Last

with each other for setting up a
model to be followed. The ongoing
As a final word on this year
hostilities between the Western
by Mark Kuderian
provinces
have,
and
Ottawa
I would like to thank my
though
Canada is internationally wellnot paralizing productivity
one
of
the
countries
with
writers: Tony Goerzen, Dave
known as
completely, certainly are obstacles
most strike days in each work year.
Rick Pajor, Gerry dc
Menary,
In Tamiae action this past week, Bus. 5 eliminated Bus. 8, two
goal of higher
The Canadian managements and for Canada's
Jonge,
Fred McCauley,
games to one, while Bus. 1 upset top ranked Bus. 9 by the same
unions have been fighting eachother productivity.
margin.
Murry
MaCaulay, Tim
for more than a century and this
The best example of this is the
Baines,Joe
Malec, Mark
conflict has become part of the
of
suspension
program
the
for
and
Kuderian
Chris Lomore
Canadian daily life.
further expanding Syncrude Canada
Bus. 1 and 5 meet in the final round to decide the league title.
regular contributfor
their
in Alberta due to the unsettlement of
ions this year. I would like to
As we enter the eighties, we must oil prices between the Alberta
realize that we are gong into a government and Ottawa.
thank Carl, Cindy, Rodger,
decade of more competition,
Robb,
Kevin, Tim, Lynn,
Instead of politicing, the
inflation, and sophistication. Our
Michelle,
Brenda, Jim, Dave,
economy no longer could absorb government should compromise
Scores
Bus 5-3
Bus 8-4
Joe,
Kirn,
and Deb for
this kind ofconflict and still provide andbe prepared to work out realistic
Bus 5-3
Bus 8-1
industrial
long
putting
term
to
with
up
my excesses
strategies
us with a high standardof living.
Bus 5-3
Bus 8-1
further develop Canadian industries
and sense of humour. Most of
Bus 9-6
Bus 1-3
In fact, as Mr. Joe Clark stated: in order to meet the inflationary and
all I would like to thank Mark
"the Canadian standard of living competitive eighties.
Bus 9-0
Bus 1-1
Wigmore, our editor for
has fallen from second place in the
Bus 9-1
Bus 1-3
The present Minister of Energy,
being the most patient human
early seventies to the present seventh Mr. Marc Lalonde, once said, he
I have ever met. (Thank You
place in the world". Thus, economic fails to understand
why Canada is
civil war is no longer a luxury that still such a minor
Final Round
Game no. 1
for this oscar.) It's been a
March 25 11:00 pm
industrial power in
we can play with.
Game
no.
2
March
26
12:00
am
challenging year with its up
the world in spite of its vast natural
Game no. 3
March 29 10:30 pm
resources.
down, congratulations
and
Many people argue that the
and
criticisms,
I regret none
present "free collective bargaining"
So do we all. What is missing in
of it. Best of luck to all this
system, based on the concept of Canada is the will of cooperation
unions and managements are between labour, management, and
Kent Hotel
March 31/81summer and thank you for
Hockey Bash
enemies, is the backbone of governments.
reading.
democracy and thus shouldremain
the only way.
QUALITY
FINEST
TOBACCO
by Jim Pang

Naturally, "collective bargaining" is definitely preferable to the
repressive system that most
communist countries are having.
However, there is another
alternative. It is cooperation
between management and labour or
"tripartism": labour-managementgovernment cooperation. Of course,
we cannot expect Canada to have a
tripartism that is equivalent to what

PLEASE
YOURSELF

the Japanese have, which is every
much due to their culture and
nationalism. In brief, the Japanese
government and management are
walking hand-in-hand to set up their

Individual tastes demand indivi-

objectives, and the labour seldom
becomes an obstacle during the
of achieving these
process

dual satisfaction. For some
people the appreciation of fine
imported cigarette tobacco is a M
M|
personal pleasure. A subtle
M
combination of 17 prime
tobaccos makes Drum a
connoisseur's tobacco. It's
specially created for people
who roll their own —people
who take their pleasure
■
seriously. Of course it's not ■
fl
to everyone's taste. But
■
then maybe you're not
everyone.

objectives. Likewise, in each
individual firm management and
labour feel themselves as a family
unit. Life or death is depending on
each other's efforts.
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In Canada, although there has
been actual formation of labourmanagement "sectorial" committees under the supervision of the
federal department of industry,
trade and commerce, these
committees are just a few interludes
in the ongoing conflicts. The
governments, federal and
provincial, should further promote
harmony between these two
opposition parties for the sake of
increasing Canadian productivities.
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Perhaps the governments
themselves should at first cooperate

NEED
CONFIDENTIAL

HELP?

LEGAL AID DEPT.
2nd floor S.U.B.

884-5330
"I am pregnant?"
"But I took precautions."
What am I going to do now?"
Call Birthright for help
and information

a

Birthright
579-3990

_______
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NINO ROSSI
FOR MEN

The 122 Hairstylists

>

The former Gregory's Hairstyling
is now

"The 122 Hairstylist's"

Designer Jeans
Designer Men's Wear
10% Off With Student Card
(on regular priced goods)

If iimKk
v

We would like to welcome you
back with 10% off all haircuts,
and $10.00 off all our regular
priced perms — Offer good the
month of February.
We've started booking appointments
already so book now to ensure yours l
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Heritage Place
33 Erf > Street West
Waterloo, Ontario

DISTINCTIVE HAIR DESIGNS
FOR MEN & WOMEN

888-7850
Judy & Dagmar
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H22 King St. N. Waterloo^

Board of Governors
Applications now being accepted for a

STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
to the Board of Governors

Apply in writing to Steve Patten,
Commissioner of University Affairs

—Deadline for ApplicationsWednesday, April 1, 1981 by 4:30 pm
further info, available in WLUSU office
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